For over 60 years, LATICRETE has led the industry with pioneering advancements - developing high-performance building materials for architects and construction professionals worldwide. From time-tested to ground-breaking, our broad product portfolio provides superior quality and value. We are fully committed to innovation, growth, and a complete installation system approach.

The dynamic colour and design of the new STONETECH® package effectively communicates what the product is and where to be used. The new look will better serve you and your customers. This is strictly a package design change with NO change in formulas or any performance.

In this issue, we not only feature our Technical Services Manager’s article on Using LATICRETE Screeds & Renders, and also share tips for tiling and grouting in colder temperatures as we are slowly entering into our Winter. Also featured is our brochure on Comprehensive Tile & Stone Installation System Warranties and a few Australian projects over the last couple of months. LATICRETE is committed to training and education, and we feature trade events and technical training seminars with construction professionals. A special feature is Customer Review from Euro Abrasives our stockist in NSW and their experience with LATICRETE, a Project Spotlight on a community project in QLD installed by Sandy Robertson from Oz Mosaics.

We hope you enjoy reading this issue. If there is a topic you would like added to the enewsletter, please let us know — you can email me directly: etschannen@laticrete.com.au.

Make sure you’re up to date with all things on LATICRETE, by following us on Facebook and Instagram!

For Technical Support, or to chat with us about your next project, call LATICRETE on 1800 331 012 or email: sales@laticrete.com.au.

Thank you for your continued support to LATICRETE.

Happy Reading!

Emma Tschannen
LATICRETE Australia General Manager

Follow us: Facebook Instagram LinkedIn

au.laticrete.com
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ANNOUNCEMENT

Packaging should speak for itself! The dynamic colour and design of the new package effectively communicates what the product is and does quickly and clearly. A new look that will better serve you and your customers.

COMING SOON - SAME GREAT PRODUCT, JUST A FRESH NEW LOOK!

Kindly note, this is strictly a packaging design change with NO change in formulas or any performance!

What’s new?

- Attention grabbing green colour bottle - Drive end users to the bottle. Gone are the 3 bottle colours that caused confusion at the shelf and did not unify the brand. Green helps to convey that we are committed to offering high performing, safe and reliable products.
- Category colour differentiation via the label - Guides the end user to the products they need. The label will be the main indicator between Natural Look Penetrating Sealers (Yellow), Cleaners (Green) and Enhancing Sealers (Red).
- Key surface types called out - Quickly identify the surface material.
- New image & updated product claims - Clearly communicates core features and benefits. Pictures resonate with end users and show product results.
- New product guarantee icon - We stand by our products. We have updated the duration period of our product warranty on select products. This also establishes a good - better - best strategy on some items.
- Informative icons - Water or Solvent-based & No VOC or Low VOC are clearly marked to identify safer products.
- A sturdier package - Bottles are redesigned to improve induction seals. Spray bottles and tops feature a semi-locking mechanism and a sturdier case pack.

LATICRETE continue to invest in growing our STONETECH® surface care product line and are excited about this new look! Should you have questions, please contact your LATICRETE® Technical Sales Representative, call 1800 331 012 for more info or email: sales@laticrete.com.au.

Keep an eye out for further communications via an eblast, social media, our blog or chat with your LATICRETE Rep as to when the fresh new look will hit the market.
OUR COMMITMENT TO TRAINING

PROFIT THROUGH KNOWLEDGE – KNOWLEDGE & TRADE EVENTS

LATICRETE SUPPORTS TRAINING
LATICRETE is committed to educating and providing technical support. The last few months LATICRETE Technical Sales Reps have been committed in continuing to educate and support the tile, stone and flooring industry.

TRAINING AT THE POOL TILE COMPANY, VIC
Our new Technical Sales Rep, George Andriotis, is doing an excellent job in VIC and it’s not going unnoticed! George provided hands-on training at a LATICRETE stockist, The Pool Tile Company in Melbourne, and here’s what they had to say:

“George has gone above and beyond with his training and instruction on how to use your products. None of our team in Melbourne have had any experience in tiling previously and his training and passing on of knowledge was excellent today”, said Shaun Cartwright, National Sales Manager, The Pool Tile Company.

Congrats George on a job well done!

BARON FORGE TRAINING AND PROJECT, VIC
George Andriotis, LATICRETE Technical Sales Rep, provided technical training and support on the job site in Melbourne, VIC, where the crew from Baron Forge, along with their Project Manager: Rohit; Director: Tony; Supervisor: Daniel and their team of tilers were epoxy grouting the walls and floors in the male bathroom amenities from Level 9 to 39.

AMBER TILES STAFF TRAINING, NSW
In March Craig Hunter and Glenn Mannix, LATICRETE NSW Technical Sales Reps, spent the afternoon training new Amber Staff. Attendees were actively involved in classroom learnings & discussions, and hands-on demonstrations using LATICRETE adhesive products, and SPECTRALOCK® PRO Premium Grout*

At LATICRETE we provide training and classes that discuss commercial, residential, industrial tile and stone installation practices and industry standards. Our training utilisés both classroom and hands-on product demonstrations. Chat with your LATICRETE Rep to arrange a Trade Event or training for your team, at your premises or ours!

To register your interest, contact your local LATICRETE Technical Sales Rep. Alternatively, call 1800 331 012 or email: seminars@laticrete.com.au

*United States Invention Patent No.: 6881768 (and other Patents).
NEWCASTLE TILE COMPANY, NSW

LATICRETE attended a trade night at Newcastle Tile Company in Mayfield West, NSW. It was a busy, but successful event and almost 80 tradies came through. Those who attended had the opportunity to chat with Craig Hunter, LATICRETE Technical Sales Rep, to gain a better understanding of LATICRETE products and installation systems including 3701 Fortified Mortar Bed, HYDRO® BAN, SPECTRALOCK® PRO Premium Grout*, PERMACOLOUR® Select, and MVIS™.

COLOR TILE BROOVALLE, NSW

LATICRETE Technical Sales Rep, Joe Tabone, was at ColorTile Brookvale, NSW, for a trade event and provided hands-on product demonstrations using SPECTRALOCK® PRO Premium Grout and PERMACOLOR® Select. ColorTile Business Manager, Robyn McGinley, and the team were pleased with the turnout of local tradies, who were engaged and eager to learn.

TRAINING AT MACQUARIE FIELDS TAFE

Glenn Mannix, was at Macquarie Fields TAFE facilitating training for the students on using HYDRO BAN®, waterproofing and crack isolation membrane, and HYDRO BAN® Adhesive & Sealant. The students were devoted to their craft both in the classroom and with hands-on training using LATICRETE products.

TAFE AWARDS

George Andriotis, attended the Holmesglen Awards Festival evening hosted by Holmesglen TAFE in VIC, to celebrate excellence in education and training among students, staff, and industry partners.

LATICRETE was proud to co-sponsor the Holmesglen trailer award once again to the “Best 3rd Year and Best Overall Apprentice” which was awarded to Casey Shannon. A big congratulations to Casey!
PRODUCT TRAINING PROGRAM USING: HYDRO BAN® AND SPECTRALOCK® PRO PREMIUM GROUT†

A short, concise, intensive training program specifically developed for industry installation contractors, distributors, dealers and other industry professionals who want to improve their knowledge and increase their productivity as they become familiar with SPECTRALOCK® PRO Premium Grout† and HYDRO BAN® waterproofing and crack isolation membrane.

Course Outline

- Regulations & Standards
- Contractors Responsibilities
- Products
- Contractors Certificate
- Assessment
- Hands-on
- Waterproofing & Epoxy issues

HYDRO BAN® Waterproofing Membrane

- A thin, liquid applied, load bearing waterproofing/crack isolation membrane that DOES NOT require the use of fabric in the field, coves or corners. HYDRO BAN is a single component, self curing, liquid rubber polymer that forms a flexible, seamless waterproofing membrane.
- Meets AS3740 & AS4654 Standards
- Faster flood testing over fresh mortar beds
- No fabric required in coves or corners* 
- Anti-fracture protection up to 3 mm
- Easy to clean with water

SPECTRALOCK® PRO Premium Grout†

- Designed to use on ceramic tile, glass tile and stone applications, both residential and commercial. It can be used both interior and exterior on floors and walls. Ideal for re-grouting applications, SPECTRALOCK PRO Premium Grout† is perfect for swimming pools, fountains and other wet area applications.
- Meets performance requirements of AS ISO13007.3
- A non-sag formula and StainProof® grout that never needs sealing
- Helps keep tile installations looking brand new for years

Register your interest for FREE training on how to use HYDRO BAN and SPECTRALOCK PRO Premium Grout, contact LATICRETE Technical Support on 1800 331 012 or email seminars@laticrete.com.au.

† United States Patent No.: 6,881,768 (and other Patents) | * See Data Sheet: DS-1036 and DS-1191 for complete information
TILING & GROUTING IN COLD TEMPERATURES

Winter is approaching and to help ensure your tiling projects look great for many years to come we have provided some tips for tiling and grouting in cold weather.

Conventional Portland cement tile setting beds, thin-set mortars, grouts and cement plasters are often permanently damaged when subject to below freezing temperatures immediately after installation. The water content of a mortar turning into ice often results in Portland cement gel structure rupturing with significant loss in strength, flexibility and durability. Subsequent repairs to the damaged work and resulting site delays are extremely costly.

There is a simple rule to follow when the temperature is low during installation: The 8ºC Rule — for every 8ºC below 21ºC, Portland cement and epoxy based materials take twice as long to cure.

HELPFUL HINTS:
- Work during warm periods of the day.
- Ensure that the surface temperature is within the suggested temperature range for the LATICRETE product being used during the installation and cure period. Consult the individual LATICRETE product data sheet and “How to Install” guide for more information.
- Tent and heat areas that will be subjected to the elements or freezing temperatures during installation and cure periods.
- For multiple story buildings — areas to receive tile and stonework may be heated from below to aid in “warming up” cold concrete slabs and rooms. Simply placing temporary heating units in areas under rooms scheduled to receive tile and stone finishes in multiple story buildings will allow the natural rise of heat to warm up these areas.
- Vent all temporary heating equipment in accord with Worksafe Practices and within Occupational Exposure Limits and local building code regulations.

Continue reading the Cold Weather Tiling and Grouting TDS-1175 here.

Contact us on 1800 331 012 to discuss your next project, arrange a demo, request FREE samples or for technical support or contact us here.

There is a simple rule to follow when the temperature is low during installation: The 8ºC Rule — for every 8ºC below 21 ºC, Portland cement and epoxy based materials take twice as long to cure.
USING LATICRETE SCREEDS & RENDERS

When using LATICRETE Portland cement mortar beds, bond coats, renders or skims, it is important to follow manufacturer and/or industry guidelines when executing the installation.

Not following the process can result in problematic installations which feature delamination, drumminess, lifting, cracking and the like in these mortars. Sometimes I get to see a fair bit of. For instance, mortar beds/renders can lift due to; insufficient preparation, incorrectly batched and mixed materials, working in extreme climate, differential drying and the like. However, I would like to focus on ensuring the correct liquid dosing for the thickness of the mortar being applied and the ability of the mortar to wet out the surface to which it is to be applied, whether that be a render, screed or skim.

Wet plastic renders need to be applied initially in a 12mm layer, scratched and allowed to dry before the application of any subsequent layer where a build-up is required. It’s not too hard to find jobs where a render has delaminated and to find the affected areas are in fact single layers very much thicker than well bonded adjacent areas of the correct thickness. If you are using wet plastic mortars to render walls and yes floors as well, stick to the proper application thicknesses and allow drying between layers of the correct thickness. It’s often best to look for the low or depressed areas and fill them first in how many layers required so an even and more consistent float coat can be finally applied. This will help control drying shrinkage and mortar deformation. Wetter, plastic applications of LATICRETE proprietary mixes wet out surfaces very well, don’t generally require a bond coat and should be able to be applied directly to the prepared surface.

LATICRETE “semi-dry” Portland cement screed beds need to be applied over wet and tacky slurry bond coats. This is because semi-dry mixes don’t have the ability to wet out the surface they are being applied to on their own, resulting in partial and tenuous bond. This is a mix that will hold together in a ball when squeezed in the palm of your hand and present with a slight sheen. These types of mixes work well with a straight edge, compact easily with a float and finish to a smooth finish with a trowel. They can be applied from feather-edge to 50mm in a single layer. For layers greater than 50mm, apply in multiple layers not exceeding 50mm, scratch and allow to dry between layers. Alternatively, single layers incorporating wire mesh centrally can be used. I have a preference for multiple layers, they seem to be a more reliable way of building the beds.

Over wetting thicker mortar mixes, particularly where site conditions are conducive to producing rapid surface drying conditions may cause differential drying and warpage. One way to control the wetting out of the mix is to use a forced blade static drum mixer. These machines are excellent at maintaining consistent, workable mixes with the prescribed quantity of liquid. Hand mixing, especially in larger batches, generally encourages the installer to use more liquid than needed just to facilitate the mixing. Always scratch and allow to dry between layers where appropriate.

The following points and guidelines will help ensure a successful permanent installation;

1. Inspect the substrate and report or repair any condition that needs to be rectified before the work commences. Remove contamination or anything that may inhibit bond. Substrates should be structurally sound and dry. Then clean and hydrate the surface prior to application of render, mortar bed or skim.

2. Ensure you have enough material to complete the work at hand.

3. Work in conditions suitable for the materials you are working with. Protect from excessive heat, cold, wind, rain and the like during the installation and for a period after the installation. Consider working in temperatures that suit the work, even if it means working out of hours.

4. Condition materials before use. Hot or cold liquids and powders behave differently when not conditioned. Temperature condition substrates if possible.

5. For best results, good workability and economy of admix, semi-dry mixes are best when mixed in a forced blade, static drum type mixer. Wetter, plaster type mixes are best when mixed in a rotating drum mixer. Do not mix semi-dry mixes in a rotating drum mixer.

6. When using wetter plaster type mixes for wall or levelling bed application to horizontal surfaces, do not apply greater than 15mm per lift after an initial first coat of 12mm. Scratch and allow to dry between lifts or coats where required.

7. Work and force the material into good contact with the surface to be covered.

8. Where bonded semi-dry mortar beds are greater than 50mm in thickness, use suitably graded aggregates in the mix and install wire mesh centrally as outlined in AS3958.1. Alternatively, install mortar bed in multiple layers less than 50mm thick. Scratch and allow to dry in between layers. Slurry bond coats are required between layers.

9. Do not allow slurry bond coats to skin or dry out; re-apply fresh slurry bond coat over skinned or dried bond coat before applying fresh mortar. Do not apply slurry bond coats to areas that are not going to be immediately covered with mortar bed.

10. Do not apply neat latex or additives as bond coats on their own unless advised by a manufacturer. May create plastic skins that are hard to bond to.

11. Do not load surfaces and keep construction traffic of new applications till cured.

Understanding the effects of the amount of water or additives used with renders, mortar beds and skims is integral to a successful installation. Something once fully understood and adhered to, will generally eliminate many of the job problems I see. Contact LATICRETE or your supplier about our training courses and onsite demonstrations.
LATICRETE OFFERS THE BEST WARRANTIES IN THE INDUSTRY!

Consider the extra value and peace of mind a LATICRETE Warranty can bring when selecting the installation system for your project.

LATICRETE provides comprehensive warranties for commercial, residential and industrial project worldwide. However, our best guarantee is our 60+ Years of experience with these commercial, residential and industrial installation in every imaginable climate, in just about every country around the world.

LATICRETE Australia warrants that LATICRETE products will be free from manufacturing defects and will not break down or deteriorate when installed in accordance with LATICRETE written specification and guidelines.

Click here to view/download the Comprehensive Tile & Stone Installation System Warranties Brochure.

Refer to our website for comprehensive product application videos, Architectural Specifications, Architectural Details and in-depth technical support.

Chat with your local LATICRETE Technical Sales Rep about your next project. Call 1800 331 012 or email us here.
CUSTOMER PROFILE:
EURO ABRASIVES

Euro Abrasives, also known as Sydney Hardware are based at 90-114 Princess Highway St Peters, NSW and are a major supplier to the building, stonemasonry and tiling industries.

As well as providing an extensive range of general hardware, Euro also sell bulk sand, gravel, cement and steel. They offer Australia’s largest range of tile grout colours and they cater to all stonemasons, formworkers, waterproofers, renderers and steelworkers product needs. Euro Abrasives provide exceptional customer service and expert industry knowledge developed from almost 30 years in the industry. Euro sell cutting equipment, sealers, silicones, adhesives, trowels, fibres, render and power tools, and they deliver 6 days a week utilizing a variety of transport options, large and small. Staying ahead of the game, Euro Abrasives provide ecommerce to online customers across Australia via their website.

Alvaro Constantino (Con) is the proprietor of the business, along with his wife Maria they started the company in December 1989 with just 2 staff and one utility. Today, Con and Maria have a team of 12 and run a fleet of 6 delivery vehicles, servicing Sydney tradesmen 6 days a week.

Con believes the success of Euro Abrasives has hinged on their family friendly business atmosphere and values, which has built a loyal following of trade customers. “We have been operating since 1989 and we pride ourselves on giving professional advice, offering a great range of products at good prices, and delivering first class customer service. We open early, we stay open late, and we deliver 6 days a week. We supply tradesmen from Wollongong to Newcastle and service the broader construction industry right across New South Wales. We have built our vast knowledge through many years of experience and we can access those difficult to find products that others cannot. So whether you are a veteran tradesman or a DIY home owner with a project, you will receive the right service and advice from us.”

Con describes himself as the business’s problem solver, while Maria runs the day to day business operations. Con and Maria have family in the business too, with Lara looking after Sales and Accounts, and John looking after the “boys” and the yard. The Constantino family are very positive about the future for Euro Abrasives. “In the coming years we want to step aside and see our children take over the business and continue what Maria and I started 30 years ago. We hope our three children, Lara, John and Leanne, will continue our legacy with their families coming into the company over time. Euro Abrasives has a very bright future and I am excited to see the next chapter in our family company unfold,” Con says proudly.

Con tells us that LATICRETE have been a key supplier to his business since 1994 after a meeting with Henry Rothberg, the son of LATICRETE founder Dr Henry M Rothberg Snr. “LATICRETE have provided Euro with strong technical support, ongoing staff training and great customer service. I have sold a lot of LATICRETE product over the past 25 years because of their product quality. LATICRETE are the best when it comes to tile adhesives and grout choices, and we believe in giving our customers variety and quality. When you tile a pool or a bathroom you only want to do it once, so you want to do it right. We know LATICRETE is the first choice for a lot of Australian tilers now so we have to service that need. And, we truly hope there is a great business relationship between the next generation of LATICRETE Rothberg’s and the next generation of Euro Abrasives Constantino’s. How great would that be!”

For more information on Euro Abrasives visit www.euroabrasives.com.au or contact Con on (02) 9557 7661.

(L-R) Maria and Alvaro Constantino, aka Con, John and Lara, plus John Mendonca at Euro Abrasives St Peters in NSW.
FEATURED PROJECTS

Featured projects across Australia where LATICRETE installation materials have been used in the last couple of months. Some of the projects have been completed and some are still ongoing.

**BATHROOM PROJECT, VIC**

**PROJECT INFO:** Residential bathroom project in Brunswick, VIC. The project features Hexagon tiles and vertical stack bond 100x300 handmade subway tiles.

**TILING CONTRACTOR:** PAT Tiling

**SUPPLIERS:** De Fazio Tiles

**PRODUCTS:** HYDROBAN, 335 Premium Flexible Adhesive, SPECTRALOCK PRO Premium Grout*

**COMERONG ISLAND POOL, NSW**

**PROJECT INFO:** Completed pool project in Comerong Island, NSW. The team from Amazing Pools have been working hard to get this pool done and we can truly say it has been worth all the efforts. Well done! The pool features 400x400mm of Limestone tiles.

**TILING CONTRACTOR:** Amazing Pools

**PRODUCTS:** LATAPOXY Moisture Shield, HYDROBAN, 335 Premium Flexible Adhesive, PERMACOLOR Grout.

**MIRANDA POOL, NSW**

**PROJECT INFO:** This 270m² project has come a long way since the start in early October 2018. It has been worth the wait and looks absolutely beautiful with the Ezani mosaic tiles.

**TILING CONTRACTOR:** Duffy Kennedy Constructions

**ARCHITECT:** Site Image Landscape Architects

**PRODUCTS:** 3701 Mortar Admix, 226 Thick Bed Mortar, LATAPOXY Moisture Shield, HYDROBAN, LATAPOXY 300 Adhesive, SPECTRALOCK PRO Premium Grout*.

**WARRANTY:** LATICRETE 25 Year Swimming Pool System Warranty.

**POOL WITH RIVER VIEW, QLD**

**PROJECT INFO:** Recently completed 70m² residential pool project in Bulimba, QLD. Sam Gardener has laid the last bit of tiles and completed the grouting. The final result is stunning!

**TILING CONTRACTOR:** Sam Gardener Tiling

**TILE SUPPLIER:** The Pool Tile Company

**PRODUCTS:** 254 Platinum, 3701 Mortar Admix, 226 Thick Bed Mortar, LATAPOXY Moisture Shield, HYDROBAN, HYDROBAN® Fillet & Sealant, SPECTRALOCK PRO Premium Grout*.

**WARRANTY:** 15 Year Swimming Pool System Warranty.

**MT MARTHA POOL, VIC**

**PROJECT INFO:** Mauro, Paul and Christian from Pro Build Tiling recently completed the installation of this 120m² pool project in Mt Martha, VIC, and it looks absolutely beautiful!

**TILING CONTRACTOR:** Pro Build Tiling

**SUPPLIER:** Elegance Tiles by AVJ Ceramics

**PRODUCTS:** HYDROBAN and 335 Premium Flexible Adhesive.

*United States Invention Patent No. 6881768 (and other Patents)
The current P & C committee, together with a grant from the Regional Arts Development Fund, enlisted mosaic artist, Oz Mosaics to help design and complete a 2.4m x 1.8m mosaic mural, where LATICRETE products were used in depicting the school and community. “Many thanks to LATICRETE Australia for their donation of LATICRETE products for this amazing mosaic project.” ~ Sandy Robertson

The project took over 2 weeks to complete with contributions coming from current students and staff, past students and community members. The mural is installed on the school building and a beautiful mosaic pedestal was also created by the students. The design was based on ideas from students and staff, and represented the school as the centre of the community with the local agricultural industries and landmarks surrounding it. Incorporated in the mosaic were local materials, with a past student racing home to grind off a portion of a 1950 FJ Holden bumper bar to use as part of a grain silo in the mosaic.

The town of Talwood was originally established to support the workers building the railway line. The first school started its humble beginnings as a tent school, with 16 students from the railway camp.

The school building was built some 8 years later and opened on 4th November 1918. It was a simple structure with no fence surrounding it and very few trees. The local stock were often found roaming the school grounds.

The school of Talwood today, is a 2 teacher school with 30 students. The town has a population of 50 with the main features being a shop, pub and church. The region continues to be underpinned by the agricultural industries of cotton, wheat, cattle and sheep.

COMMUNITY MOSAIC MURAL FINISHED

Sandy and Dave Robertson from Oz Mosaics travelled to Talwood State School in QLD, to create a community mosaic mural in celebrating the centenary of the school.

LATICRETE installation materials used for this mural project were:

- 335 Premium Flexible Adhesive - a high performance thin-bed adhesive for the installation of a wide range of tile and stone for exterior and underwater applications.
- 4237 Latex Additive - a specially designed latex additive for use with 211 Crete Filler Powder to make a high strength latex thin and medium bed adhesive up to 15 mm, for installing all types of tile, stone and agglomerates.
- HYDRO® BAN - a thin, load bearing waterproofing/crack isolation membrane that DOES NOT require the use of fabric in the field, covers or corners. HYDRO BAN is a single component, self curing liquid rubber polymer that forms a flexible, seamless waterproofing membrane. HYDRO BAN bonds directly to a wide variety of substrates.
- PERMACOLOR® Grout - offers the maximum performance available in a cement based grout, providing consistent colour and antimicrobial protection to resist stain-causing mould and mildew. PERMACOLOR Grout is easy to install - just mix with water.

Are you getting ready to start a project? Contact us to discuss your next project. Call 1800 331 012 or email sales@laticrete.com.au.
TRIVIA FACTS

FUN FACT
Did you Know?
LATICRETE first started in a basement of a house in New Haven, CT in 1956!

LATICRETE TRIVIA FACTS

Trivia Questions

01. How many different adhesives and mortars does LATICRETE Australia produce?
02. True or False? LATICRETE is the original name of the company?
03. What is our tile and stone care and maintenance product range called?
04. True or False? LATICRETE University is a free 24/7 online e-learning program?
GETTING SOCIAL with LATICRETE Australia

Thank you to all our followers for tagging us in your projects! It’s great to see where our products are being used and what projects you are working on. Keep on sharing and who knows, your project may just land up in our newsletter or in a Project Spotlight!

@laticreteaustralia  LaticreteAus  @laticreteaustralia  laticrete-australia-pty-ltd  au.laticrete.com

GETTING SOCIAL
And the Winners...

In April we held a Giveaway competition on our Instagram account to celebrate our 4,000+ followers!

Our followers had the opportunity to win 2x hampers which consisted of 3x4L pails of HYDRO BAN®, a LATICRETE water bottle, beanie, t-shirt and a wet film thickness gauge along with a friend.

Congratulations to the lucky winners, Tiles by Matt and Mint Constructions Group!

Make sure to keep an eye on our Social Media pages for future giveaways!